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Ways of the World: A Brief Global History with Sources is a
docutext combining a brief narrative with written and visual
primary source collections, providing the convenience of a
text and reader in one volume. Ways of the World is
thoroughly global in its thematic and comparative approach.
The brief narrative highlights major developments, giving
students and instructors the room to explore the primary
sources fully. Students can connect with Strayer’s distinctive
voice and clear, powerful writing. A thoughtful prologue and
part-opening essays emphasize the book’s “big picture”
approach, and each chapter narrative ends with
“Reflections,” a consideration of history and the human
enterprise it explores.
Ways of the World has quickly become one of the most
widely adopted new world history textbooks and offers a
genuine alternative for your world history survey. Designed as
a brief text, Ways of the World focuses on the big picture of
significant historical trends, themes, and developments.
Author Robert W. Strayer, a pioneer in the world history
movement with years of classroom experience, provides a
thoughtful and insightful synthesis. The brief narrative allows
you to supplement with your own readings and course
materials and provides an affordable option for your students.
Ways of the World is now integrated with LearningCurve,
online adaptive quizzing that reinforces students' reading.
Available in combined and split volumes and in a variety of
electronic formats. Also available in a docutext edition with
sources.
Ways of the World is one of the most successful and
innovative new textbooks for world history in recent years.
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This 2-in-1 textbook and reader includes a brief-by-design
narrative that is truly global and focuses on significant
historical trends, themes, and developments in world history.
Author Robert W. Strayer, a pioneer in the world history
movement with years of classroom experience, provides a
thoughtful and insightful synthesis that helps students see the
big picture. Following each chapter's narrative are collections
of primary written and visual sources organized around a
particular theme, issue, or question so that students can
consider the evidence the way historians do. Ways of the
World is now integrated with LearningCurve, online adaptive
quizzing that reinforces students' reading. Also available in
number of affordable print and digital editions, incuding an
edition without sources.
Ways of the World offers a genuine alternative for world
history survey courses. Designed from the beginning as a
brief text, Ways of the World focuses on the "big picture" of
significant historical developments and is thoroughly global in
its thematic and comparative approach. The accessible voice
of a single author, with long experience in the classroom and
in the world history movement, delivers to students an
insightful new synthesis, thought-provoking questions, and
chapter ending sections that invite reflection on the meaning
of world history. Available in full color and in combined and
split volumes, Ways of the World makes the whole world
teachable.
Ways of the World with Sources for AP*Bedford/St.
Martin'sWays of the World: A Brief Global History with
SourcesBedford/St. Martin's

The ideal textbook for the AP® World History classroom,
Ways of the World focuses on significant historical
trends, themes, and developments in world history, while
building AP® skills. Authors Robert Strayer and Eric
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Nelson provide a thoughtful and insightful commentary
that helps students see the big picture, while modeling
historical thinking. This edition is even more focused on
the needs of AP® students, with AP® Skills Workshops,
a DBQ-aligned Working with Evidence feature, and more
opportunities to hone AP® skills and practice for the
exam.
Ways of the World is the ideal textbook for your
redesigned AP® World History classroom. Like the AP®
course it supports, Ways of the World focuses on
significant historical trends, themes, and developments
in world history. Authors Robert Strayer and Eric Nelson
provide a thoughtful and insightful synthesis that helps
students see the big picture. Each chapter then
culminates with collections of primary sources organized
around a particular theme, issue, or question, allowing
students to consider the evidence the way historians
do.?
Ways of the World is one of the most successful and
innovative textbooks for world history. This 2-in-1
textbook and reader includes a brief-by-design narrative
that focuses on significant historical developments and
broad themes in world history. With keen consideration
of the needs of their student audience, authors Robert
W. Strayer and Eric W. Nelson provide an insightful, big
picture synthesis that helps students discern what
matters most in world history--patterns and variations on
both global and regional levels and continuity and
change over time. With the same personal touch, the
authors guide students to consider primary and
secondary source evidence the way historians do.
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Available for free when packaged with the print book, the
popular digital assignment options for this text bring skill
building and assessment to a highly effective level. The
active learning options come in LaunchPad, which
combines an accessible e-book with LearningCurve, an
adaptive and automatically graded learning tool
that--when assigned--helps ensure students read the
book; the complete companion reader with Thinking
through Sources digital exercises that help students build
arguments from those sources; and many other study
and assessment tools. For instructors who want the
easiest and most affordable way to ensure students
come to class prepared, Achieve Read & Practice pairs
LearningCurve adaptive quizzing and our mobile,
accessible Value Edition e-book, in one easy-to-use
product.
Kaplan's, 5-Steps, Crash Course and other review books
are great resources for the last month before the exam,
but the Tamm's Textbook Tools series of student activity
books are an accompaniment all year long. This AP*
World History companion is filled with vocab, activities
and assignments that follow the Strayer & Nelson Third
Edition of Ways of the World for all 23 chapters. The
activities in this workbook can be used as regular weekly
assignments or reviews. They can be used on short
notice if there is a sub, or be assigned as regular
homework. All you need is the textbook. Teachers can
copy at will, or use the book as a student consumable.
As publishers began putting their content online, a niche
for traditional classwork was opened, a void filled by this
series. And whether the textbook itself is written in ink or
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electrons, many students still find it more valuable to
write and keep notes for themselves on paper, and
portfolios still matter. The activities in this workbook
challenge students to apply the concepts, give examples,
and diagram every chapter. Find TTT on FB.
Ways of the World is one of the most successful and
innovative textbooks for world history. It includes a briefby-design narrative that focuses on significant historical
developments and broad themes in world history. With
keen consideration of the needs of their student
audience, authors Robert W. Strayer and Eric W. Nelson
provide an insightful, big picture synthesis that helps
students discern what matters most in world
history--patterns and variations on both global and
regional levels and continuity and change over time.
Available for free when packaged with the print book, the
popular digital assignment options for this text bring skill
building and assessment to a highly effective level. The
active learning options come in LaunchPad, which
combines an accessible e-book with LearningCurve, an
adaptive and automatically graded learning tool
that--when assigned--helps ensure students read the
book; the complete companion reader with Thinking
through Sources digital exercises that help students build
arguments from those sources; and many other study
and assessment tools. For instructors who want the
easiest and most affordable way to ensure students
come to class prepared, Achieve Read & Practice pairs
LearningCurve adaptive quizzing and our mobile,
accessible Value Edition e-book, in one easy-to-use
product.
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The source for world history - narrative and primary
sources in one book Ways of the World is one of the
most successful and innovative new textbooks for
world history in recent years. This 2-in-1 textbook
and reader includes a brief-by-design narrative that
is truly global and focuses on significant historical
trends, themes, and developments in world history.
Author Robert W. Strayer, a pioneer in the world
history movement with years of classroom
experience, provides a thoughtful and insightful
synthesis that helps students see the big picture.
Following each chapter's narrative are collections of
primary written and visual sources organized around
a particular theme, issue, or question so that
students can consider the evidence the way
historians do. The second edition rolls out
Bedford/St. Martin's new digital history tools,
including LearningCurve, an adaptive quizzing
engine that garners over a 90% student satisfaction
rate, and LaunchPad, the all new interactive e-book
and course space that puts high quality easy-to-use
assessment at your fingertips. Easy to integrate into
your campus LMS, and featuring video, additional
primary sources, a wealth of adaptive and
summative quizzing, and more, LaunchPad cements
student understanding of the text while helping them
make progress toward learning outcomes. It's the
best content joined up with the best technology. Also
available in number of affordable print and digital
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editions, including an edition without sources.
A book that helps students see the big picture Ways
of the World has quickly become one of the most
widely adopted new world history textbooks and
offers a genuine alternative for your world history
survey. Designed as a brief text, Ways of the World
focuses on the big picture of significant historical
trends, themes, and developments. Author Robert
W. Strayer, a pioneer in the world history movement
with years of classroom experience, provides a
thoughtful and insightful synthesis. The brief
narrative allows you to supplement with your own
readings and course materials and provides an
affordable option for your students. The second
edition rolls out Bedford/St. Martin's new digital
history tools, including LearningCurve, an adaptive
quizzing engine that garners over a 90% student
satisfaction rate, and LaunchPad, the all new
interactive e-book and course space that puts high
quality easy-to-use assessment at your fingertips.
Easy to integrate into your campus LMS, and
featuring video, additional primary sources, a wealth
of adaptive and summative quizzing, and more,
LaunchPad cements student understanding of the
text while helping them make progress toward
learning outcomes. It's the best content joined up
with the best technology. Available in combined and
split volumes and in a variety of electronic formats.
Also available in a docutext edition with sources.
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This source book for teachers contains 140 bellringers, warm-ups, free-writes, individualized
multimedia response forms and online activities for
students to do in class or at home. They are aligned
with the AP* World History course in general and are
organized around Strayer's Ways of the World 4th
edition: A Global History with Sources+ for the AP*
Course text in particular. Easy to use and full of
entertaining and informative activities that reinforce
the curriculum, procedural notes and answer key
sections are included, as well as a correlation chart
for all the FRQs since the inception of AP* World
History in 2001. Find TTT on FB, or click author
name at the top of this page for all 40 titles in this
series, including Coursepak A for Strayer 4e.
Designed as a companion reader to accompany
Ways of the World, each chapter of Thinking through
Sources for Ways of the World contains a Thinking
through Sources project of six to eight carefully
selected written and visual primary sources
organized around a particular theme, issue, or
question. Each of these projects is followed by a
related Historians' Viewpoints secondary source
feature, which pairs two brief excerpts from
historians who comment on some aspect of the
topics covered in the primary sources. Each source
feature is accompanied by incisive questions to
guide students' skillful examination of the sources.
Headnotes and questions to consider before each
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document help students approach the documents,
and essay questions at the end of each chapter
provide a starting point for classroom discussion or a
written assignment. Thinking through Sources for
Ways of the World is FREE when packaged with
Ways of the World, and is included for FREE with
ACHIEVE: Read and Practice, and in the LaunchPad
for Ways of the World. In LaunchPad, innovative
auto-graded exercises accompanying the Thinking
through Sources projects supply a distinctive and
sophisticated pedagogy that not only help students
understand the sources but think critically about
them. Thinking through Sources for Ways of the
World is also available to customize through Bedford
Select.
Comparisons, Connections, & Change-contexts for
the particulars Ways of the World is the textbook
preferred by AP World History teachers and students
across North America. Like the AP course it
supports, Ways of the World focuses on significant
historical trends, themes, and developments in world
history. Author Robert W. Strayer provides a
thoughtful and insightful synthesis that helps
students see the big picture. Each chapter then
culminates with collections of primary sources
(written and visual) organized around a particular
theme, issue, or question, thus allowing students to
consider the evidence the way historians do. The
second edition includes a wealth of supporting
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resources and supplements for the AP course,
including an AP Skills Primer and AP Chapter WrapUps, and rolls out Bedford/St. Martin's new digital
history tools, including LearningCurve, an adaptive
quizzing engine that garners over a 90% student
satisfaction rate, and LaunchPad, the all new
interactive e-book and course space that puts high
quality easy-to-use assessment at your fingertips.
Featuring video, additional primary sources, a wealth
of adaptive and summative quizzing, and more,
LaunchPad cements student understanding of the
text while helping them make progress toward
learning outcomes. It's the best content joined up
with the best technology.
This textbook helps students see the big picture.
Ways of the World has quickly become one of the
most widely adopted new world history textbooks
and offers a genuine alternative for your world
history survey. Designed as a brief text, Ways of the
World focuses on the big picture of significant
historical trends, themes, and developments. Author
Robert W. Strayer, a pioneer in the world history
movement with years of classroom experience,
provides a thoughtful and insightful synthesis. The
brief narrative allows you to supplement with your
own readings and course materials and provides an
affordable option for your students. The second
edition rolls out Bedford/St. Martin's new digital
history tools, including LearningCurve, an adaptive
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quizzing engine that garners over a 90% student
satisfaction rate, and LaunchPad, the all new
interactive e-book and course space that puts high
quality easy-to-use assessment at your fingertips.
Easy to integrate into your campus LMS, and
featuring video, additional primary sources, a wealth
of adaptive and summative quizzing, and more,
LaunchPad cements student understanding of the
text while helping them make progress toward
learning outcomes. It's the best content joined up
with the best technology. Available in combined and
split volumes and in a variety of electronic formats.
Also available in a docutext edition with
sources.--Publisher.
NEW Thinking through Sources primary source
reader supplements the "Working with Evidence"
source projects in Ways of the World. With six to
eight carefully selected documents per chapter, this
two-volume primary source reader presents a wide
range of documents that connect to topics in each
chapter in Ways of the World. Headnotes and
questions to consider before each document help
students approach the documents and essay
questions at the end of each chapter provide a
starting point for classroom discussion or a written
assignment.
If you plan to begin your course at 1200 C.E., we
have a Ways of the World for you! This brand new
brief edition combines the thorough examination of
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significant historical trends, themes, and
developments that Strayer/Nelson in known for, but
opens with an entirely new "Part One" written
specifically for this new course. By first setting the
stage of world history at 1200 C.E., Strayer and
Nelson provide a thoughtful and insightful
commentary that helps students see the big picture
of the 1200 start date and models historical thinking
and writing throughout. Like the complete fourth
edition, this briefer volume is even more focused on
the needs of AP® students, with AP® Skills
Workshops, DBQ-aligned Working with Evidence
features, and more opportunities for students to
hone their AP® skills and practice for the exam.
Whether you move to a 1200 start date or continue
to teach the full course, we have the market-leading
book for you!
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Includes all
testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and
events. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides
gives all of the outlines, highlights, and quizzes for
your textbook with optional online comprehensive
practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific.
Accompanies: 9780312583507. This item is printed
on demand.
Ways of the World is one of the most successful and
innovative textbooks for world history. The brief-bydesign narrative is truly global and focuses on
significant historical trends, themes, and
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developments in world history. Authors Robert W.
Strayer, a pioneer in the world history movement
with years of classroom experience, along with new
co-author Eric W. Nelson, a popular and skilled
teacher, provide a thoughtful and insightful synthesis
that helps students see the big picture while teaching
students to consider the evidence the way historians
do.
A book that helps students see the big picture Ways of the
World has quickly become one of the most widely adopted
new world history textbooks and offers a genuine alternative
for your world history survey. Designed as a brief text, Ways
of the World focuses on the big picture of significant historical
trends, themes, and developments. Author Robert W. Strayer,
a pioneer in the world history movement with years of
classroom experience, provides a thoughtful and insightful
synthesis. The brief narrative allows you to supplement with
your own readings and course materials and provides an
affordable option for your students. The second edition rolls
out Bedford/St. Martin's new digital history tools, including
LearningCurve, an adaptive quizzing engine that garners over
a 90% student satisfaction rate, and LaunchPad, the all new
interactive e-book and course space that puts high quality
easy-to-use assessment at your fingertips. Easy to integrate
into your campus LMS, and featuring video, additional
primary sources, a wealth of adaptive and summative
quizzing, and more, LaunchPad cements student
understanding of the text while helping them make progress
toward learning outcomes. It's the best content joined up with
the best technology.
Designed as a companion reader to accompany Ways of the
World Since 1200, each chapter contains a DBQ-like project
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of six to eight carefully selected written and visual primary
sources organized around a particular theme, issue, or
question. Each project is then followed by related secondary
sources. Source include headnotes and questions intended to
assist students in developing the skills required to read,
analyze, and write about sources. Essay questions at the end
of each chapter provide a starting point for classroom
discussion or a written assignment.
Ways of the World, Value Edition is an affordable world
history textbook that offers a truly global approach that
explores broad patterns and nurtures students’ skill
development.
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